Sometime in the winter of 2012, most readers probably came across the "What I Really Do" meme circulating on social media feeds. Th e meme was headed with a job title or social role (college student, nurse, and so on), included six images captioned with statements such as "what society thinks I do," and ended with "what I really do." Playing on the disparity between misinformed perception and banal reality, the meme went viral because it captured anxious existential questions that haunt many vocations, particularly those related to education, culture, and public service.
Th ose of us invested in theatre and performance are too familiar with the questions implied by the meme: What do you do in theatre classes? What will you (or your students, or your children) do after earning a diploma or degree in theatre? In an increasingly mediatized cultural environment, what can performance practitioners and, by extension, live performances do ; in other words, what is the value of the labour involved in live performance?
"Applied theatre," as a shorthand for a diverse range of theatre practices and processes taking place outside of the conventional mainstream theatre, 1 might be characterized by the underlying belief that theatre is a "transformative agent" (Taylor xx) that "might make some diff erence to the way in which people interact with each other and with the wider world" (Prentki and Preston 9). Th ese statements beg the question: aren't all theatre and performance practitioners motivated by a belief that their work is transformative? Art Babayants and Heather Fitzsimmons Frey observe that only an "imaginary wall" separates applied and "real" theatre and suggest that if we choose not "to separate those artifi cially created but widely acceptable constructs, we can fi nd deeper and more interesting connections" (xx).
Th e works addressed in this section blur the lines between applied and "real" theatre, between "conventional mainstream theatre" and "outlying" practices, and between educational, social, and aesthetic contexts through which to understand performances, drawing out the connections between practitioners, practices, and audiences that Babayants and Fitzsimmons Frey evoke. Kirsten Sadeghi-Yetka's review of Kathleen Gallagher's book Why Th eatre Matters: Urban Youth, Engagement, and a Pedagogy of the Real argues not only that theatre in classrooms responds to problems within schools themselves but also that the "human, slow, and collective nature of theatre" may be a cure for the ailments of a digital world. In "Th e Art of Seduction and Provocation in Applied Th eatre: A View," Yasmine Kandil discusses how her undergraduate students' experience of creating theatre "for" recent immigrants, refugees, and people who are homeless allowed them to better understand the experiences of others, generated moments of vulnerability for both audiences and students, and suggested that a "shared experience of theatrical engagement" might "transcend the socio-economic boundaries that separate us from other people who make up the fabric of our community."
Key to both Gallagher's work with urban youth and Kandil's applied theatre project is the goal of building empathy, which Heather Fitzsimmons Frey frames as central to Flying Hearts , a multimedia dance performance created to be accessible and inclusive for children with multiple exceptionalities and their adult caretakers. One would be mistaken, Fitzsimmons Frey argues, to interpret Flying Hearts as art therapy: the performance was conceived as an artistic endeavour intended to generate a shared experience of joy for all involved. Sorouja Moll's Writing Names Project is a site-specifi c and durational solo performance in which she wrote the names of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in chalk in public spaces. Th e performance, like Flying Hearts , created a temporary community among spectators, inciting passersby to join in the act of writing names and to share personal stories of loss.
Both Drew Hayden Taylor's God and the Indian and ARTICLE 11's Reckoning address the ongoing legacy of residential | VIEWS AND REVIEWS schools-and both performances were staged in relatively conventional theatre settings. Michelle La Flamme and Taylor Breckles argue that the performance of Taylor's play off ered an occasion for theatre to enact transformative change; by employing the representational conventions of realism, however, the play did not promote healing as it might have and remained, to borrow Babyants and Fitzsimmons Frey's terminology, "real" rather than "applied." Reckoning , according to Kim Solga, bridged this gap more eff ectively; although the performance also included moments of naturalistic representation, it ultimately demanded that audience members meet survivors' eyes to make possible, if not reconciliation, then reckoning with the "atrocities, the cultural genocide, on which this country is founded."
In Utopia in Performance: Finding Hope at the Th eater , Jill Dolan suggests that "moments of liminal clarity and communion, fl eeting, briefl y transcendent bits of profound human feeling and connection, spring from alchemy between performers and spectators and their mutual confrontation with a historical present that lets them imagine a diff erent, putatively better future" (168). In terms of audiences, themes, and aesthetic values, the performances discussed here have little in common as a group, yet they are linked by their performativity, in the sense described by J. L. Austin: by saying something, they "are doing something" in the real world (147).
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